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Abstract Californian art museums throughout the twentieth century went through a series of changes, both in 

becoming and remaining “modern.” This paper will examine two major art museums in California and detail their 

relation to the modern art movements of the twentieth century, focusing on architectural trends, histories of key 

figures within the institutions, and the museums’ place in their communities. By examining the histories of both 

the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA) and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA), one 

can see each institution’s progressive attitude towards art and its display. This paper aims to do away with the 

idea that “museum” and “modern” exist in separate spheres. 
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Introduction 

 
Throughout the twentieth century, popular art underwent many changes, both in public 

perception and accessibility. “Modern Art” as a style took shape and gave rise to other forms 

of visual media that the public places under the umbrella term “modern.” While the artistic 

world rapidly evolved throughout the twentieth century, one wonders if the institutions that 

held such art had to evolve as well. The purpose of this paper is to examine the development 

of two art museums in California during the twentieth century and identify significant trends 

or changes that had to be made to accommodate the “modern.” It should be noted that, in 

the art historical tradition, “modern” art can trace its beginnings to the Impressionist 

movement in nineteenth-century France. It should also be noted that in the art historical field, 

“modern” and “contemporary” art are two distinct movements/styles, but this paper will be 

using the colloquial versions of these terms that the public uses.1   

 

This paper investigates several different areas related to the art museum as an institution to 

track the general development or evolution of two Californian art museums during the 

twentieth century. These areas include architectural developments and the theories behind 

them, directorial challenges and solutions concerning exhibiting contemporary arts, and the 
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notion of the “place” of a museum in its community evolving over time. These, while not all 

the ways that art museums are affected or can change, cover large amounts of influence that 

an art museum both receives and extends from and into the artistic world. Aspects include 

but are not limited to: the public perception of modern art and modern art exhibitions, and 

technological advancements and/or setbacks that may affect a museum’s experience in 

adapting to modern art. Accurately representing this evolution of the art museum as an 

institution should also combat the notion that museums are non-moving, traditional 

institutions that only cater to old examples of “fine arts.” By going against this thought, this 

research will provide evidence of the Californian art museum as a wholly progressive 

institution, constantly looking to remain at the forefront of the modern art world in how it 

presents its exhibitions. With these aspects in mind, this paper explores how Californian art 

museums operated and evolved throughout the twentieth century. This evolution of the art 

museum in California should be seen not as an isolated event, but as part of the larger 

evolution of art museums as public institutions in America. By doing away with the thought 

that art museums are traditionally locked in an older time, the public can visit them with new 

eyes, and be a part of their evolution in a community.  

 

The Californian Art Museum 

 
This paper draws a large amount of evidence from two of the major art museums in California, 

the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA) and the San Francisco Museum of Modern 

Art (SFMOMA). These two institutions have proven influential in the twentieth century and its 

art movements, as well as affecting trends in smaller museums. These two museums provide 

a general look at how modern art impacted art museums in California. As these two museums 

exist in different areas of the state, they operate with a certain amount of freedom from one 

another, while each maintains a large presence in the Southern and Northern California art 

scenes. 

 

Of the two museums, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art has existed as an entity for a 

longer period, as it was established in the 1930s.2 In its early years, the Museum resided in 

the War Memorial Veterans Building, taking the fourth floor as its site of operations. From 

1935 until 1960, Grace L. McCann Morley worked as the art director for the institution. In a 

1960 interview, Morley goes into details of her career at that time, and how the Museum 

operated in its early years. Morley details the initial founding of the San Francisco Museum of 

Art by the Art Association in 1916 and how a want for a special art museum in San Francisco 

allowed the Museum to come into existence.3 While the Museum had its roots in the Art 

Association, by the time of its opening in 1935, it acted separately from the Art Association, 

which maintained a type of “remote control” relationship with the Museum. That is to say that 

the Art Association did not closely direct how the Museum of Art operated, but mainly shared 

a historical link to the institution.  

 

This relationship allowed the Museum plenty of freedoms, especially when it came to 

exhibitions. Without the need for outside approval, the Museum of Art could procure works of 

art that its board, and only its board, wanted to acquire. Morley recalls that in its early exhibits, 

the Museum had almost no permanent collections. Instead, it cycled through many traveling 

exhibitions, notably many of Rembrandt’s sketches.4 This may be a case of simply not having 

the means or space for permanent collections, but the notion of a museum cycling through 
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exhibitions that it chose on its own is very progressive for the time. It is important to reiterate 

that the Museum had no formal obligations to the Art Association, and by extension, to its 

wishes and artistic preferences. This amount of freedom truly allowed the Museum to 

showcase the type of art that the board wanted the public to see. This is exhibited through the 

various styles showcased, such as Renaissance pieces, works by Pablo Picasso, and 

contemporary textile works.5 Morley describes the role of the Museum as being preoccupied 

with showcasing the types of art that an area was interested in. In this case, the Bay Area was 

a large hub for textile makers, resulting in the exhibition on contemporary textiles being 

shown. Morley also explains the reasoning behind exhibiting French impressionist pieces of 

the nineteenth century. Essentially, the Museum hoped to show the evolution of modern art, 

tracing its roots to the Impressionist movement, updating each exhibition with more modern 

and contemporary pieces, allowing the public to follow the progression of modern art and form 

their own opinions on it.6 This type of progressive thinking in terms of what exhibitions can 

achieve set the San Francisco Museum of Art apart early on as an institution that wanted to 

expand the role that art museums could play for the public. 

 

The San Francisco Museum of Art would be designated as the San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art in 1976, to more accurately reflect the types of work that museum exhibited.7 

During this period, SFMOMA created a plan for its own facility, to expand its capabilities. This 

building would be completed in 1995, sixty years after its initial opening, and would become 

the new home of the Museum and its collections. 

 

In Southern California, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art is the predominant modern and 

contemporary art museum. Established in 1961, the Museum became a separate entity from 

the Los Angeles Museum of History, Science, and Art, established in 1910.8 After its 

establishment, LACMA built its facility, dedicating a building to its permanent collection, and 

another for special exhibitions. Throughout its history, LACMA has added more buildings to its 

campus, notably The Anderson Building in 1986 (renamed the Art of the Americas Building in 

2007) dedicated to housing modern and contemporary art. In a 1995 interview, Henry 

Hopkins explained the impact that LACMA had on the Los Angeles art scene. Hopkins was a 

curator and art director who played a critical role in the Museum’s early years and served as 

a director at SFMOMA from 1974-1986.9 Hopkins was part of the initial break away from the 

Los Angeles Museum of History, Science, and Art, and was teaching at the University of 

California, Los Angeles at the time. He recalled that once LACMA was its own entity, 

membership spiked from around 3,000 to 20,000 members in a short period of time.10 This, 

coupled with a series of lectures that he taught on modern and contemporary art, brought the 

modern art movements to the forefront of the Los Angeles art scene. One instance, in 

particular, is the international animated film festival put on by the Association Internationale 

du Film d’Animation, which Hopkins worked at during its first year. At the time of the interview, 

the festival was entering its thirty-seventh year.11 By hosting festivals like the one above, 

LACMA cemented its reputation as a modern art institution early on in its life.  

 

Both the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

established reputations early on for exhibiting and supporting modern art movements in their 

respective cities. Each institution made liberal use of its facilities, allowing for more 

experimental exhibitions, as seen in SFMOMA’s traveling exhibitions and LACMA’s building 

dedicated to special exhibitions. By creating an environment in which modern art was 
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respected, each museum was able to exhibit more modern and contemporary pieces, even 

going as far as only showing these types of work. In time, both museums’ passion for modern 

art would foster more modern art being exhibited, created, and discussed in the San Francisco 

and Los Angeles areas. 

 

The Architecture of an Art Museum 

 
The design of a museum reveals many of its functions and intents. The museums discussed 

in this paper are urban institutions, and as such reflect their urban environments. That is to 

say that they subscribe to certain qualities of urban architectural theory. The historian and 

theorist Lewis Mumford believed that urban planning ought to reflect an organic relationship 

between people and their living spaces. He thought the museum to be “the most typical 

institution of the metropolis.”12 Following this belief, the museum, therefore, must represent 

its relationship with its patrons throughout its architecture.  

 

In the early twentieth century, there was growing sentiment that the museum had no place in 

modernity, as belief spread that the museum as an institution had stagnated.13 This is to say 

that no new developments seemed to prevail in museum theory, causing museums to appear 

archaic. At the time, many radical modernist thinkers saw art museums as akin to cemeteries, 

holding the dead arts.14 Ensuing debates between modernists focused on the issue of the 

museum, its ties to history, and how to more accurately represent said ties. These debates 

inevitably led to changes in the design of the museum and the function that said design plays. 

 

While various architects have differing theories on how a museum should look on the outside, 

many basic theories, especially pertaining to art museums, survive and manifest themselves 

in the interiors of buildings. Tracing art museums to their beginnings in the Enlightenment, 

one can see the rather straightforward thought that art should be viewed sequentially, or one 

piece after another.15 This can be noted in many older institutions, taking inspiration from the 

Greek temple: a rectangular shape, with rooms or spaces equally divided, each flowing into 

the next (figure 1). 

 

 
  Figure 1: An example of a Greek temple. Here, pillars lead visitors  

         through the temple to its main shrine. Google Images. 
 

For the time, this was a fine theory. Classical art was popular, and each piece was meant to 

be appreciated on its own, if not in relation with one or two companion pieces. However, as 

time moves on, design theory must as well. The beginning of the twentieth century saw new 
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developments in art museum design, one of which is seen in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 

(figure 2). The Museum still was designed with classical elements, yet with an updated point 

of view on exhibitions. The building is divided by elevation of its sections, effectively creating 

multiple museums within the larger structure.16 This allows for different collections to be 

shown in different sections of the building. While still isolating each exhibition from the others, 

this divided elevation design choice allows visitors to the Museum to move from one style of 

art to the next. This shift from moving from painting to painting to now moving from style to 

style began to pave the way for a plethora of different art styles to be exhibited under one 

museum in the coming decades. 

 

 
Figure 2: Floor plan for the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.  

New American Art Museums. 

 

These architectural changes made their way west as well. Both LACMA and SFMOMA’s designs 

offer evidence of the shift in design theory. Shown below is a floor plan for the original building 

at LACMA (figure 3). Similar to the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, LACMA’s design focuses on 

the ability to show multiple exhibitions at once, while still allowing the visitor to move through 

different sections. An important detail to note is that within each gallery, no walls are shown. 

This does away with the traditional art museum design that, essentially, led visitors through 

the museum in a calculated path. The open space layout at LACMA allows each visitor the 

opportunity to choose what piece they see, and where to go from there. This theory in 

architectural design is firmly modern and reflects the progressive attitude that LACMA and its 

founders exhibited in terms of the presentation of art. 
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Figure 3: LACMA’s original plan. Google Images. 

 

Contrasting LACMA and SFMOMA, the latter did not originally have the luxury of inhabiting a 

space that it fully controlled.17 This limited space did not grant the facility much freedom when 

setting up exhibitions. Thus, for the early years of the Museum, it followed more conventional 

exhibition methods. It wasn’t until 1995, sixty years after its opening, that the Museum had 

its own building, designed by Swiss architect Mario Botta (figure 4).18 

 

 
Figure 4: Mario Botta’s floor plans for SFMOMA. SFMOMA.org. 
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Shown above are Botta’s floor plans for the first, second, and third floors of SFMOMA. It can 

immediately be seen that the design of the Museum does not follow the same plan as that of 

LACMA, rather it appears to be more in line with traditional design by closing off sections and 

isolating exhibitions. Here, one can easily see the base of the Greek temple theory that has 

persisted for so long in museum design. This does not necessarily disqualify SFMOMA from 

operating under modern theories. When moving up the Museum from the first floor to the 

third, the visitor can note each floor becomes fuller with walls and sections. This allows for a 

more scrutinizing gaze on pieces of art as a visitor moves through the Museum. While not 

following the open-air plan that LACMA put into place, SFMOMA still operates in modernist 

theories in other ways, most notably its exhibitions throughout its history. 

 

A Museum’s “Place” in a Community 
 

In the early twentieth century, questions of how a museum fit into the modern city began to 

rise.19 Nathaniel Burt’s social history, Palaces for the People, documents the rise of the 

American art museum, starting on the East Coast and moving westward over time. Burt claims 

that after the Civil War, American society believed that cities required art museums as signs 

of “cultural maturity.”20 According to Burt, western cities saw a successful art museum as a 

sign that they (the city) were as equally cultured as older Eastern seaboard cities. After all, the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York and the Boston Museum of Fine Arts had each 

garnered acclaim for their collections by the late nineteenth century. With the ambition to 

create equally successful art museums, the late nineteenth century saw a surge in the 

creation of these institutions. 

 

However, as previously touched upon, the early twentieth century saw urban art museums 

entering an unknown realm. That is to say that as modernization quickly urbanized America, 

many were left wondering if these traditional institutions had a place in the new society that 

was forming. Here, place means the role that an institution inhabits in a community. In other 

words, the conversation shifted from establishing art museums to knowing how art museums 

benefit a community. American novelist Gertrude Stein reportedly observed that an institution 

may be either modern or a museum, but not both.21 This aptly summarizes the idea that the 

twentieth century was bringing an inherently new type of life to America and that museums 

did not necessarily fit into this mold. The question of how art museums could adapt to 

modernity was consequently asked. If Lewis Mumford’s ideas that urban planning reflects an 

organic relationship with its citizens and that museums represent the metropolis are to be 

believed, then surely the art museum cannot be left in the past, representing an earlier time.22  

 

Author Vera Zolberg writes on the complexity of the function of American art museums during 

this period, citing conflicting agendas from competing groups.23 Zolberg asserts that during 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a fight for the purpose of art museums was 

taking place. On one side, elitists viewed art museums as means of collecting and preserving 

works of art, while populist reformers saw their central purpose as educating the public. 

Proponents for the preservation of art argued that the reformer camp’s theory only served to 

reduce artworks to commercial entertainment. Those who wished for art museums to remain 

elite also believed that by isolating the institution from lower class patrons, a unique culture 

would emerge, distinct from other types of museums.24 The notion that art was not accessible 

to all was predominant for much of the first half of the twentieth century. It was not until the 
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latter half of the century that the idea of public education saw more support from those within 

the art and art historical fields.25 With advances in public funding and support, art museums 

were able to become more accessible to visitors of various socioeconomic levels. This, in turn, 

led to greater public appreciation of art existing outside the private sphere. From this point, 

art museums came to be seen as public institutions rather than sites for the wealthy to display 

their collections.  

 

Grace L. McCann Morley, the first director of the San Francisco Museum of Art, was a firm 

believer in the power of public education and fought to ensure that her museum would not 

simply preserve art pieces hidden away from the public eye.26 Morley was particularly 

interested in the interaction between the community and the Museum. One strategy that she 

employed was the integration of local artists into the early exhibitions at the Museum, 

believing that this created a stronger bond between the visitor and the Museum. Morley also 

took advantage of the emerging medium of television in order to reach a larger audience. 

Museum employees produced a show titled Art in Your Life.27 This allowed viewers a more in-

depth look at how the Museum operated by offering interviews and behind the scenes tours 

of the facilities. By allowing for more public engagement both within and outside of the 

Museum, Morley achieved the goal of creating a museum that operated not as a hub for 

aristocratic art collectors, but as a public educator. In the early years of the San Francisco 

Museum of Art, Director Morley understood the opportunities that modern art museums could 

offer in terms of viewer interaction. Through the use of various types of education and 

interaction, she was able to firmly establish the Museum’s sense of place in San Francisco  

and its art scene.  

 

Conclusion 

 
Over the course of the twentieth century, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the 

Los Angeles County Museum of Art became California’s two prevalent modern art museums. 

Through their respective histories, each has contributed to the spread of modern and 

contemporary art movements in their regions, both by exhibiting such art styles and by 

conveying a true sense of passion for the movements. Each museum was designed in such a 

way as to break from traditional museum theories in order to better exhibit modern art styles. 

Combined with their design, both museums had employees who innovated how the museum 

interacted with its community, pushing the boundaries of what art museums had previously 

been able to accomplish. Going back to Gertrude Stein’s notion that an institution could be 

either modern or a museum, one must only look to SFMOMA or LACMA for evidence of the 

contrary. SFMOMA and LACMA each helped pave the way for modern art museums’ operations 

on the west coast, signaling a new paradigm for museums to operate in. 
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